INNOVATION

DIGITALIZATION

AUTOMATION

SOLUTIONS
Our solutions aim to improve efficiency and effectiveness
of businesses through information technology and
automation. We offer large enterprises’ technologies at
affordable prices to small and medium-sized entities
(SME) and help them to escalate their competitiveness.

RMS (Resource Management System) Central Kitchen Solution
Purpose-built for central kitchens, it is a system you cannot do without! It simplifies and
expedites central kitchen processes, minimizes duplication of work, centralizes storage of and
retains knowledge, helps plan your production and purchasing levels, captures inventory
movement with mobile app, ensures fast and up-to-date information for decision making.

AMS (Asset Management System)
AMS keeps track of every detail of your asset. Serial number, warranty period, model number,
description, instruction manual and many more. All in cloud, all in one place. Scan the QR
Code and all are revealed!

IMS (IoT Management System)
IMS turns your central kitchen into a smart environment where everything is possible to be
remotely controlled and monitored.

CLMS (Customers Loyalty Management System)
A reward system that is cardless and simple to use. It encourages loyalty in customers,
promote repeat visits and purchases. It highlights top spenders, provide customers’ profile
and sends redemption vouchers automatically.

AMS

• Robotic Automation
• IoT Sensors
• Big Data

RMS

• End to end Digitalisation

WHAT IS RMS?
RMS is a cloud-based web application that is
developed to manage the operation of the
food production kitchen and the retail
outlets chain.

THE ONLY TAILOR-MADE SOLUTION
FOR FOOD & BEVERAGE INDUSTRY

HOW
RMS WORKS

AMS (Asset Management System)

WHAT IS AMS?
The essence of AMS is its instant retrieval of
assets’ details and the convenience of reporting issues to the supplier.
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IMS (IoT Management System)

WHAT IS IMS?
IMS is a system to establish a smart environment in your business operation’s processes,
tracking and control.

        

         

        

CLMS (Customer Loyalty Membership System)

WHAT IS CLMS?
CLMS is a customer membership
system that is easy to use, cloud
based and cardless.
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WHY CHOOSE CODEMAX SOLUTIONS?

SIMPLIFY PROCESSES

USING SMART DEVICES

Simplify raw material
requisition & purchase
order process

Using smart devices to
manage most of
the operation processes

ACCESS CONTROL
User access management for
better control

ADVANCED
KNOWLEDGE RETENTION
Advanced knowledge retention
system for recipes & training
materials

CLOUD TECHNOLOGY
Accessible from everywhere
around the world with
ensured stability

TRANSPARENCY &
TRACEABILITY
Traceability for all raw
materials & finished goods

QR CODE CONTROL
Uses modern 2D code to track all
processes and documents to
establish perfect workflow chaiin

ENHANCED SECURITY
Secured infrastructure and
advanced security control

BUSINESS SCALABILITY
Scale your business
without limitation

WORKING WITH
INDUSTRY LEADERS
We stay ahead of the
competitions by working
closely with the leaders

3RD PARTY INTEGRATION

REAL TIME REPORTING

Ability to integrate with major
ERP system and modern
Accounting Software for
seamless workflow

Ability to generate up-to-date
report in PDF & Excel format

RMS - KEY FEATURES
1. KNOWLEDGE RETENTION SYSTEM
Smart devices utilization.
RMS mobile app allows you to use the features
of your mobile device such as camera, to create
your recipe.

Food cost calculator.
RMS will calculate the amount of ingredients
food cost, automatically.

Recipe, food cost & S.O.P reports.
You can print out the recipe, food cost and
S.O.P by exporting the PDF file.

Customize
your
costing.

RMS allows you to track the validity of
Halal, HACCP, GMP, and MeSTI.

Food cost and selling price calculation.
RMS will calculate the food cost and selling

Coloured logo means the raw
while grey logo means no
expired.

2. PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Sales order management.
RMS allows you to manage the status of
your sales order and delivery order.

Production analysis.
RMS will run the analysis to recommend
you with the suitable production
quantity.

3. REQUISITION AND
PURCHASING MANAGEMENT

A sample food label
QR Code and Serial
Number Generation
Unique QR code and
serial number help in
daily operation such
as stock in and stock
out processes.

4. INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Smart devices utilization.

Purchase analysis
RMS will recommend the quantity of raw
materials to purchase, based on your
current inventory level and planned
production.

Smooth approval process.
RMS streamlines your approval process by
notifying the decision maker with your
approval request and the approved
requisition will be shown on the Purchase
Order module automatically.

RMS allows you to use your mobile
phone to scan the QR code to stock-in
goods received and stock-out goods
issued.

Complex inventory
management.
RMS helps to ensure that the stock-out
process follows FIFO method.

Food labeling generator.
RMS will generate the label with unique
serial number and QR code for your raw

Streamline the purchasing
process.
RMS streamlines your procedures by
departments and consolidating raw
materials from the same supplier into one
Purchase Order.

goods.

Traceability.
RMS provides the ability to track your
inventory and trace back the produc-

IMS (IoT Management System)
REAL-TIME CLOUD
TEMPERATURE MONITOR SYSTEM
IMS turns your central kitchen into a smart environment
where everything is possible to be remotely controlled
and monitored

GATEWAY / SENSORS SERIES

AMS - KEY FEATURES
Maintenance schedule
reminder.
AMS sends you reminder 7 days, 3
days and 1 day before the date of
maintenance.

Document digitalization.

Smart devices utilisation
AMS uses smartphone and QR code
to retrieve asset’s information and
report issues to supplier.

AMS digitalizes the information of
the asset and S.O.P. documents in
order to provide you with borderless
access.

Asset’s issue management.
AMS facilitates the reporting of an
asset’s issue to the supplier as
information relating to the asset is
instantly available by scanning its
QR code.

OUR CUSTOMERS
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